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FOURTH MEETING 

Wednesday, 13 May 1981, at 14h30 

Chairman: Dr Z. M. DLAMINI (Swaziland) 

1. ELECTION OF A VICE -CHAIRMAN 

The CHAIRMAN said that he had received a communication from the Spanish delegation 

informing him that Mr Harguindey Pimentel, a Vice - Chairman of Committee В, had been compelled 

to return to Madrid on urgent business. He invited nominations for the vacant position of 

Vice -Chairman. 

Dr BROYELLE (France) nominated Dr de la Mata (Spain) as Vice -Chairman. 

Mr SODS (Hungary) seconded the nomination. 

Decision: Dr de la Mata (Spain) was unanimously elected Vice -Chairman of Committee В. 

2. REVIEW OF THE FINANCIAL POSITION OF THE ORGANIZATION: Item 26 of the Agenda (continued) 

Report on casual income and budgetary rate of exchange between the US dollar and the Swiss 

franc for 1982 -1983: Item 26.4 of the Agenda (continued) 

Draft report of Committee В to Committee A (Document А34/34) 

In reply to a question by Mr VALDIVIESO (Peru), Mr FURTH (Assistant Director -General) 
said that the purpose of the Committee's draft report was to inform Committee A of certain 
recommendations which would affect the level of the effective working budget for 1982 -1983 
and the appropriation resolution for that period. For example, the second paragraph of the 

draft report (document А34/34) recommended an adjustment in the budgetary rate of exchange 
for 1982 -1983 which would have a consequential effect on the level of the proposed effective 
working budget for that financial period and would therefore have to be examined by 

Committee A before it considered the appropriation resolution for 1982 -1983. 

Mr VALDIVIESO (Peru) said that his delegation was concerned at the recommended adjustment 
in the budgetary rate of exchange from 1.63 to 1.82 Swiss francs per US dollar, which would 
reduce the level of the effective working budget for 1982 -1983 by about $ 14 000 000. In his 

view, that proposal involved a certain risk since, although the United States currency had 
recovered somewhat in recent months, the approximate average rate of exchange during the past 
year had been 1.63 Swiss francs to the US dollar. If, in the coming biennium, the rate were 
to drop below 1.82, the anticipated reduction of $ 14 000 000 would become even greater. His 
delegation wished to stress that fact, since there was absolutely no certainty that the 

United States currency would not continue to fluctuate. 

He invoked the possibility of some action by the Secretariat, saying that in the programme 
budget recently approved by UNCTAD he understood that a different system had been followed 
whereby governments' contributions were kept in United States dollars at the same level as the 

preceding year, thereby protecting the budget from any risk of currency fluctuations. In WHO, 
not only was nothing being done to counteract the risk of fluctuations, but the exchange rate 

recommended would produce a reduction of $ 14 000 000 in the effective working budget. 

The draft report of Committee в to Committee A (document А34/34) was adopted. 

• 
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Draft resolution prepared by the Rapporteur 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider the following draft resolution: 

The Thirty- fourth World Health Assembly, 
Having considered the report of the Director -General on casual income and budgetary 

rate of exchange between the US dollar and the Swiss franc for 1982 -1983; 

1. AUTHORIZES the Director -General, notwithstanding the provisions of Financial 

Regulation 4.1 and the terms of the Appropriation Resolution for the financial period 

1982 -1983, to charge against available casual income the net additional costs to the 

Organization under the regular programme budget resulting from differences between the 

WHO budgetary rate of exchange and the United Nations/WHO accounting rates of exchange 
with respect to the US dollar /Swiss franc relationship prevailing during this financial 
period, provided that such charges against casual income shall not exceed US$ 20 000 000 
in 1982 -1983; 

2. REQUESTS the Director -General, notwithstanding the provisions of Financial 
Regulation 4.1 and the terms of the Appropriation Resolution for the financial period 
1982 -1983, to transfer to casual income the net savings under the regular programme 
budget resultin from differences between the WHO budgetary rate of exchange and the 
United Nations /WHO accounting rates of exchange with respect to the US dollar /Swiss franc 

relationship prevailing during this financial period, provided that, having regard to 

inflationary trends and other factors which may affect the implementation of the regular 
programme budget, such transfers to casual income need not exceed US$ 20 000 000 in 

1982 -1983; 

3. FURTHER REQUESTS the Director -General to report such charges or transfers in the 
financial report for the financial period 1982 -1983; 

4. STRESSES the importance of Members' paying their contributions to the Organization's 
budget in accordance with Financial Regulations 5.3 and 5.6, that is, not later than the 

first day of the year to which they relate, in order that the approved programme may be 

carried out as planned; 

5. CALLS THE ATTENTION of Members to the fact that the Organization's ability to earn 
casual income depends largely upon the timely payment by Members of their assessed contri- 
butions to the approved budget, and that the earnings of such income could be signifi- 
cantly increased if Members were to pay their entire contribution to a given biennial 
budget prior to or at the beginning of the financial period concerned rather than in two 

equal annual instalments. 

Dr KILLINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) asked why operative paragraph 2 of the draft 

resolution provided that transfers to casual income need not exceed $ 20 000 000 in 1982 -1983. 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director -General) pointed out that WHO was the only organization in 

the United Nations system in which funds from the regular budget were returned to Members in 

such circumstances. The provision referred to was not new: it had been included in similar 

resolutions for previous financial periods. The basic reason for it was that as much as 
$ 20 000 000 would have to be surrendered to Members in the form of casual income at the end 

of a financial period for which the budgetary rate of exchange had been set at 1.82 Swiss 
francs per US dollar only if the average accounting rate of exchange during that financial 

period reached at least 2.16 Swiss francs per US dollar. Such a significant fall in the 

exchange value of the Swiss franc would undoubtedly be accompanied by an increase in 

inflationary rates in Switzerland far above those taken into account in preparing the budget 
estimates. It was felt that in such circumstances (i.e., only if the average accounting rate 

of exchange exceeded 2.16 Swiss francs and $ 20 000 000 were to be surrendered), the Director - 

General should be allowed to use any additional exchange savings to offset some of the 

unforeseen inflationary cost increases for which no budgetary provision had been made. 

Mr BOYER (United States of America) asked that a vote should be taken on the casual 

income facility proposed in the draft resolution. While his Government supported the idea of 
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having such a facility, it considered the amount proposed unnecessarily large since protection 
was already afforded by the difference between the present exchange rate of 2.05 Swiss francs 
to the US dollar and the recommended budgetary exchange rate of 1.82. His delegation 

therefore intended to vote against the proposal in the draft resolution. 

The CHAIRMAN put the draft resolution to the vote. 

The draft resolution was adopted by 92 votes to 13 with eight abstentions. 

Dr ABDULHADI (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) explained that his delegation had abstained in the 

voting because the decision dealt with arrangements and measures relating to the 1982 -1983 

budget and his country had taken no part in the preparation of that budget, either regionally 
or nationally. 

3. SCALE OF ASSESSMENTS: Item 29 of the Agenda 

Assessment of new Members and Associate Members: Item 29.1 of the Agenda (document А34/12) 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director -General) introduced document А34/12, which dealt with the 
assessment of Saint Lucia, a new Member of WHO. Paragraph 5 of the document contained a 
resolution for the consideration of the Committee, proposing the assessment for Saint Lucia at 
the minimum rate of 0.01 %. 

The draft resolution on the assessment of Saint Lucia in document А34/12 (paragraph 5) 

was unanimously approved. 

Scale of assessments for the financial period 1982 -1983: Item 29.2 of the Agenda 
(document РВ /82 -83 , pp. 32-37; document ЕВ67 /1981/RЕС/3 , Chapter III, paragraphs 203-204; 
document А34/13) 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director -General) introduced the item saying that in implementation 
of the Health Assembly resolutions referred to in document А34/13, paragraph 1, the proposed 
scale of assessments for 1982 -1983 had been calculated on the basis of the United Nations 
scale of assessments for the years 1980 -1982, as approved by the United Nations General 
Assembly in resolution 346, adopted in 1979. 

The proposed WHO scale for 1982 -1983 was exactly the same as the scale approved in May 
1980 by the Thirty -third World Health Assembly for the second year of the financial period 
1980 -1981 (resolution WHA33.14). As stated in document А34/13, the proposed 1982 -1983 scale 
would need to be modified to provide for the assessment of the new Member, Saint Lucia. 

Mr AВВASSI TEHRANI (Iran) said that the previous day he had requested a general review of 
his country's assessment as given in document А34/11. He reiterated his Government's 
dissatisfaction with the unjustifiable increase in its assessment for 1982 -1983 as shown in 
document А34/13 and again asked that it be reviewed. 

The draft resolution in document А34/13 (paragraph 4) was unanimously approved.. 

4. TRANSFER OF THE REGIONAL OFFICE FOR THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN: Item 37 of the Agenda 
Resolution WHA33.16; Document WHA33 /1980/REC/1, Annex 2; Document А34/16) 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Thirty -third World Health Assembly in 1980 had adopted 
resolution WHA33.16 by which it submitted to the International Court of Justice for its 
Advisory Opinion two questions relating to the provisions of Section 37 of the Agreement 
between WHO and Egypt dated 25 March 1951. The International Court had delivered that 
Advisory Opinion on 20 December 1980 and a summary of it was given in document А34/16, Annex 2. 

A draft resolution on the subject had been tabled by a number of delegations: Algeria, 
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Bahrain, Democratic Yemen, Djibouti, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, 

Mauritania, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia, United 
Arab Emirates and Yemen. The draft resolution read: 

The Thirty- fourth World Health Assembly, 

Recalling the resolution of Sub -Committee. A of the Eastern Mediterranean Region 

No. ЕМ/RСА- SS- 2/R.1, deciding on the transfer of the Regional Office from Alexandria to 

Amman; 

Referring to resolution WHА33.16 concerning the transfer of the Regional Office from 

Alexandria; 
Having noted the Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice dated 

20 December 1980 on the interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 1951 between the 

World Health Organization and Egypt; 

Considering that every Organization has the right to choose the site of its head- 

quarters or of its offices and to transfer them elsewhere; 

Noting the difficulties preventing the office from fulfilling the functions assigned 

to it under the Organization's Constitution, and the consequent detriment to the 

Organization's programme in this Region and to joint activities with other regions; 

Bearing in mind that the States of the Region have decided to cover the total costs 

resulting from the transfer of the Regional Office to Amman, together with the increase in 

the annual recurrent costs for five years; 

DECIDES: 

(1) to transfer the Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean from Alexandria, 

Arab Republic of Egypt, to Amman, Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan; 

(2) to request the Director -General to implement this decision within a period not 

exceeding six months from the present date, and for that purpose authorizes him to 

conduct the necessary discussions with the present host country to determine the 
conditions aid modalities of the transfer; 

(3) to guarantee continued employment to the personnel working with the Office in 

order to continue to benefit from their experience and ensure respect for their legal 

rights. 

Mr PHILADELPHIA (Guyana) said that the question of the transfer of the Regional Office 

for the Eastern Mediterranean from Alexandria to Amman affected not only the Eastern 

Mediterranean but also all the other regional offices. His delegation was concerned because 

the work of WHO as a whole was not being carried on as it should be. It had therefore joined 

with other delegations in sponsoring a draft resolution, the text of which would shortly be 

circulated and, which it hoped would provide the basis for a satisfactory solution. 

Mr EL -REEDY (Egypt) recalled that on 23 May 1979 Dr Al- Awadi, Minister of Health of Kuwait 

aid President of the World Health Assembly, speaking in Committee B, had affirmed his convic- 

tion that the existing conditions in the Eastern Mediterranean Region were only temporary: the 

Arab community was one nation and not to be divided by differences, nor were its ranks to be 

destroyed by problems and dissent. He had placed on record his country's thanks to the people 

of Egypt for the warmth of their welcome to other Member States and to the Regional Office. 
As an Arab, Mr El -Reedy shared Dr Al- Awadi's sentiments, for Egypt had been and always 

would be a part of the Arab Nation. He endorsed the two points made at that time by Dr Al- Awadi, 
namely, regret that the item should ever have appeared on WHO's agenda, and a conviction that 
the present rift in the Arab Nation was only temporary. 

The choice of Alexandria for the Eastern Mediterranean Regional Office had been the result 
of a thorough study. The supplementary report of the Interim Commission to the First World 
Health Assembly in 1948 had recommended Alexandria as the site for the Regional Office in view 
of its historical association with health work and its geographical position. The experience 
of the intervening years had only confirmed the validity of the choice. The Regional Office 
had benefited from the convenience of the site, and from the medical and scientific institu- 
tions of Egypt. Alexandria remained the most suitable and least expensive site for the Regional 
Office. 
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The Egyptian Government and people had faithfully met the obligations of a host country. 
All speeches made during the discussions had testified to this, even those by delegations that 
favoured the draft resolution, and it had been the opinion of the working group established in 
1980 to examine the question. 

A transfer would cause disruption and would seriously affect the ongoing programme of 
cooperation in the area. Morover, a financial price would be exacted for the transfer; more 
than $ 3 million of additional expenditure would be entailed in the first year alone. It was 
proposed that Member States in the Region should bear the increase during the first five years 
by voluntary contributions. Such additional expenditure was however wasteful, nor was it right 
that poor nations in Asia, Africa and Latin America should be asked to bear the additional costs 
after the five years were up. 

If the present location was unexceptionable, what reason was there for causing the disrup- 
tion which a transfer would entail? There was only one answer to that question - that the 
demand for transfer was politically motivated. If WHO were to commit itself to a course with 
far -reaching consequences merely in order to meet a politically motivated demand, it would be 
setting a precedent for yet another transfer of the Regional Office, if political vicissitudes 
in the new host country should suggest it. A precedent would also be established for other 
organizations; and potential host countries would lose confidence in the face of such a 

decision. 

His delegation believed that the Health Assembly had the right and the duty to scrutinize 
carefully proposals from regional organizations if they were as momentous as the present one: 
the long -term interests of regional cooperation, and the interests of the World Health Organi- 
zation itself, must be safeguarded. Egypt had no intention of bringing politics into the 
debate. But a glance at the situation in the Eastern Mediterranean over the past twelve months 
would show that a number of profound changes had taken place. Diplomatic and political rela- 
tions had been broken off and restored. The Region was moving from an ancient into a modern 
era. It was a focus of international attention, plagued unhappily by serious political problems. 
Alexandria had been the site of the Regional Office for more than thirty years; previously it 
had been the home of the International Sanitary Bureau, whose origins went back to 1831. Surely 
it could not be wise to dismantle a service which had existed so long and functioned so well, 
especially when such an act would be influenced by emotions themselves transitory. Such a 

decision, if taken, would strike a blow at the stability and progress of WHO's work and, with 
the disruption it would entail, could never contribute to the attainment in the Region of 
health for all by the year 2000. 

With respect to the Advisory Opinion given by the International Court of Justice, Egypt 
was gratified to note that it was in conformity with Egypt's own constantly held view. During 
discussions at the previous Health Assembly the view had been maintained that WHO's right to 

select the seat of its headquarters and of its regional offices was absolute - as if the Organi- 
zation were a super -State. The International Court of Justice had rejected this opinion and set 
limits to such a right. WHO was bound by contractual, legal obligations and by the general 
principles of international law. This was an essential legal principle, serving not only the 

interests of the host country but also the common interests of the Organization and the mainten- 
ance of cooperation in the Region. 

Egypt believed that regional cooperation was a prerequisite to overcoming the social and 
economic problems encountered in the Eastern Mediterranean. Such cooperation should be totally 
divorced from politics. Diplomatic bonds could be formed or broken at short notice, but to 

build a regional office capable of establishing a high level of cooperation was a work of many 
years. It was easier to destroy than to rebuild. 

The Egyptian delegation therefore appealed to all delegates to vote against the proposal 
to transfer the Regional Office, and in doing so to affirm the basic principles and objectives 
of the Organization. 

Dr AL- GEZAIRY (Saudi Arabia) said that the subject under discussion was on the Committee's 
Agenda in accordance with a decision of the Thirty -third World Health Assembly. A recommenda- 
tion had been submitted to that Assembly, but a decision had been postponed in order that an 

Advisory Opinion might be obtained from the International Court of Justice. That Opinion, 
rendered on the 20 December 1980, had reaffirmed the right of Member countries to transfer the 
headquarters or the regional offices, and made it clear that prior notice and settlement of 
conditions of transfer did not abrogate that right but simply set out the conditions under 

which it was to be applied. The Court, having considered the case on its merits, had come to 

the conclusion that two years was a reasonable period for the transfer. The Committee should 
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therefore be guided by Section 37 of the Agreement between WHO and Egypt and by Article 56 of 

the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which taken in conjunction enabled the period 

necessary for the orderly transfer of the Regional Office to be construed as one year. 
Member States of the Eastern Mediterranean Region were unable to participate in the activi- 

ties of the Region, since the Office was i Alexandria. Many Member countries had broken off 

relations with the Regional Office and had thereby adversely affected the Office's activities. 

It would be desirable for the Director -General to report on the activities of the Regional 
Office during the previous year. Since that Office existed to provide certain services, it 

should be transferred to a country from which it would be in a position to provide those services. 

Article 44(b) of the Organization's Constitution stated: "The Health Assembly may, with 

the consent of a majority of the Members situated within each area so defined, establish a 

regional organization to meet the special needs of such area. There shall not be more than one 

regional organization in each area ". A majority of Members of the area determined the location 

and, if necessary, the transfer of a site. It was not right that the present Regional Office 

should remain at its present site. It should serve the 19 Member countries in the Eastern 
Medicerranean area which had lacked its services for over a year. To proclaim that the host 

country was a founder Member of the World Health Organization or that the Regional Office had 

been more than 30 years in one place was not to say that the Regional Office was performing its 

function. Reason, logic and the democratic principle required that the wishes of Member 
countries of the area should be consulted and that the Regional Office should be transferred to 

a place chosen by them. It should be noted that several Member countries had guaranteed the 

expenses of the transfer. 

He read out the text of his proposed amendments to the draft resolution, namely: 

(1) to add at the end of the operative paragraph 2 the words: "and negotiate with the 

Government of Jordan the terms of the necessary host agreement and the material 

facilities to be granted "; 

(2) to replace operative paragraph 3 by the words: "Tо request the Director -General to 

maintain in employment those staff members at present working with the Office who 

are willing and able to accept transfer and whose services are required by reason 

of their experience and qualifications ". 

The Health Assembly must take a decision urgently on the recommendation of Committee В. 

The decision was an important one since many people were concerned in the matter, many govern- 

ments were interested in the outcome, and it was essential to know whether democracy was still 

the guiding principle of WHO. 

Mrs EMANLтЕL (Nigeria) said that her delegation associated itself with the statement made 

by the delegate of Guyana. It was important that the work of WHO should continue and that its 

programmes should be smoothly implemented. The Health Assembly had always shown high standards 

of responsibility, and it was for this reason that it had sought an Advisory Opinion from the 

International Court of Justice. Now that the Opinion had been received, all members of the 

Committee should give it due consideration and take whatever action was necessary to ensure that 

the people of the Eastern Mediterranean benefited from the health programmes made available to 

them through WHO. 

Mr AL- AWADHI (Kuwait) said that what happened in the Eastern Mediterranean Region was the 
concern of the Region itself. Article 50(a) of the Constitution gave the regional committee 
the responsibility for formulating policies governing matters of an exclusively regional 
character. The decision an the transfer of the Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean 
was a decision of a regional committee on a purely regional matter. 

His delegation was greatly concerned at the fact that the Thirty -third World Health Assembly 
had treated the matter as a political one, for submission to the International Court of Justice. 
The decision taken had been the undemocratic decision of a political group that had sought to 

compel the Region to submit to its wishes. The Regional Committee, which had hitherto 

functioned successfully, was now prevented from doing so. It was the heart of the Region, 

and without it the Region was dead. The Director -General could have been spared much of the 

burden he had to carry if the decision to move the Regional Office from Alexandria had been 

implemented two years earlier. 
The Eastern Mediterranean Region was composed of small Third -World countries that had 

little chance of withstanding undemocratic moves by the large countries to impose their will, 

and it had to suffer in consequence. If there was genuine concern about the health of the 
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people of the area, the Region should be allowed some right to decide its own affairs. Those 
who had claimed to know what was good for it had not given the right advice. Even the move 
made at the current meeting by the delegate of Guyana was not in the interest of the Health 
Assembly or of the Region. The Arab States had tabled a draft resolution and were prepared 

to discuss the matter. All those who supported that draft resolution wished the matter to be 

solved as soon as possible, and they resented the accusation that they were seeking to delay 
the work of the Health Assembly. They demanded their right to be treated with justice and 

dignity and to be allowed to decide for themselves. 

He asked whether the Organization was satisfied with the work of the Eastern Mediterranean 
Region in the absence of the Regional Committee. If a region could function without its 
regional committee it was difficult to see why such committees had been established. 

He appealed to delegations, particularly of the Third World, to support the draft 
resolution. Other regions might ultimately undergo a similar experience, to that of the 

Eastern Mediterranean Region. 

Mr ABBASSI TEHRANI (Iran) said that, because of the Camp David agreements, his delegation 
was strongly in favour of the transfer of the Regional Office from Alexandria; but it was 
unable to support its transfer to Amman. There could be no guarantee that the Jordanian 
Government would not in the future adhere to the Camp David agreements. From the beginning 
of the war of aggression against his own country, the Jordanian Government had supported the 
aggressor. His delegation therefore opposed the draft resolution, and proposed that, in 
accordance with the Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice, WHO and the Member 
States of the Region should study the case more carefully with a view to finding a more durable 
solution. His delegation could not agree that Member States of the Region should bear the 
total costs referred to in the preamble to the draft resolution. 

Dr ABDULHADI (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) did not share the view of the Egyptian delegate that 
the matter was itself political, although it had stemmed from a political decision taken by 
heads of State in exercise of their sovereign rights. The Committee had to take stock of the 
situation and see what the repercussions of its decision would be on health in the Region. 
Attention had rightly been drawn to Article 44(b) of the Constitution. He further drew 
attention to Article 50, describing the functions of the regional committees. Because the 
Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean was located in Alexandria, the Regional Committee 
had been unable to meet in 1980, and those functions had consequently been paralysed. 

The discussions that had taken place on the structure of WHO and on its role as coordinator 
of the programme of health for all by the year 2000 had shown that priority must be given to 
decentralization, and that regional offices and regional committees waild have to play a more 
prominent role in decision -making and implementation. 

Drawing attention to Article 51 of the Constitution, he said that all the work of the 
Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean in 1980 had been hampered by its inability to 
function in the Region. Any further delay in giving effect to the decision of the majority 
of Member States of the Region to transfer the Regional Office to Amman would impede the 
work of WHO and isolate a Region that wished to play its part in fulfilling the Organization's 
objectives. It was the politically motivated delegations that would carry the responsibility 
for any further delay and for consequent isolation of the Region. 

Comparison of the work of the Region in 1980 with that of earlier years would show that 
it had fallen off considerably. It had been argued that the transfer of the Regional Office 
from Alexandria would entail vast expenditure. The countries of the Region were aware of that 
problem and had expressed a willingness to bear the cost. WHO funds would certainly not be 
put to the best use by allowing a region to remain paralysed. 

The law of hospitality in Arab countries required that there should be some agreement 
between the host country and its guests. The majority of Members had indicated that they 
could no longer be guests in the host country. The transfer was crucial to the implementation 
of the Organization's work, the cohesion of its Member States, and the achievement of health 
for all by the year 2000. 

Professor BENНASSINE (Algeria) said that, although it was not a Member of the Eastern 
Mediterranean Region, his country had co- sponsored the draft resolution on the transfer of the 
Regional Office from Alexandria. It had done so as a member of the League of Arab States, 
which had taken a decision at the highest level in favour of the transfer from Egypt of all 
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regional or international organizations situated in that country. The headquarters of the 

League of Arab States itself had been transferred to Tunis without any detriment to its 

functioning or activities. 

The arguments advanced against the transfer were specious and paternalistic, and they 

showed some contempt for the judgement of the majority of sovereign States in the Region. The 

Arab States had acclaimed the contribution of the Egyptian people to civilization, to Arab 

culture, and to the emancipation of the people of the Region and of the world at large. The 

draft resolution should therefore not be viewed as an act of enmity towards the Egyptian people. 

It was, on the contrary, designed to protect the interests of all the Arab peoples and to 

promote their health and wellbeing. 

In sponsoring the draft resolution, his country had kept faith with the spirit of the 

recent recommendation of the non- aligned developing countries that the problem now under 

discussion should be solved without delay, in accordance with the wishes of the people of the 

area. 

A question of ethics was involved. It was difficult to see how a body of the standing of 

the World Health Assembly could refuse to heed the almost unanimous wish of the Members of one 

of its regions. To do so would be an abuse of power. If the Health Assembly was empowered 

to establish a regional organization in accordance with Article 44 of the Constitution, it 

could surely decide to transfer the regional headquarters when the majority of Members of the 

area so desired. 

In order to avoid expressing an opinion, some delegates had argued that the problem was 

a political one. In fact, it went well beyond politics. To persist in ignoring the desires 

of the majority of Members of the Region was to paralyse an entire area that was suffering from 

serious public health problems, and to endanger the unity and integrity of the Organization. 

His delegation would support any action taken by the Arab States on the subject. 

Mrs LEUTTGEN (Cuba) said that the question should be decided by the countries concerned, 

since it was they who were affected by the situation in the Region. The vast majority of them 

rejected the present location of the Regional Office. Any delay would further prejudice the 

smooth operation of the Organization in the area. Her delegation would therefore vote in 

favour of the draft resolution. 

Dr LUBANI (Jordan) said that, in view of the fact that the Regional Office had been unable 

to function for a considerable time, there should be no further delay in settling the issue. 

The Office should be transferred to any location agreed upon by all States of the Region. 

The Arab countries had agreed to pay the full costs of the transfer. The request for 

such a transfer was not unreasonable and was in keeping with the regulations of the Health 

Assembly. Support for it would be in the interest of the countries of the Region and of the 

Organization as a whole, while lack of support would be detrimental to them - and he could not 

believe that any delegation would wish to harm their interests. He asked whether those who 

argued that the transfer would hamper the achievement of health for all by the year 2000 

considered that the maintaining in Alexandria of the Regional Office, which was boycotted and 

ineffective, would serve that objective. 

Mr ВENAVIDES (Peru) deplored the opposition between brother countries that shared not 

only a geographical areabut also a historic past and a culture; and also the fact that 

those countries had been unable to bring to the Health Assembly a negotiated solution 

satisfactory to all rather than a family conflict that did not necessarily concern other 

countries. As his delegation had stated at the meeting of the non -aligned developing countries, 
it was convinced that the most suitable solution of the problem could only be one agreed to by 

the countries of the area and which took into account the interests and the will of all parties 

concerned. Any other approach would be undemocratic, unless it were proven that the minority 

position was a direct cause of detriment to the legitimate interests of the entire group. The 

matter has been discussed in the Health Assembly precisely because the problem affected an 
entity of the Organization. 

What was the problem in so far as it concerned all Members of WHO? It was that a regional 
office of the Organization was impeded in carrying out its functions simply because of its 

geographical location. The draft resolution before the meeting referred to "the difficulties 

preventing the Office from fulfilling the functions assigned to it under the Organization's 
Constitution, and the consequent detriment to the Organization's programme in the Eastern 
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Mediterranean Region and to joint activities with other regions ". That consideration was 
followed by a proposal to transfer the Regional Office to another country in the area, a 

proposal that appeared to the sponsors of the resolution to be the solution to the problem 
they stated. Their reasoning seemed to be as follows: the Regional Office does not function 
correctly; it does not function correctly because of its location in a particular country; 
therefore it must be moved to another area in order to operate smoothly. Thus presented, the 
conclusion seemed logical but it did not reflect all the elements to be considered. 

The draft resolution had to meet two requirements to be acceptable: (1) it must provide 
an effective solution to the problem that had arisen; and (2) that solution must be designed 
to cope with the real cause of the problem. To judge by the statements that had been made, it 
would be unwise to count on the proposed solution being effective. Transferring the site of 
the Regional Office would change the nature of the difficulties and perhaps their magnitude, 
but it would not make them disappear unless one party to the conflict should totally reverse 
its position or itself disappear - both unlikely possibilities. 

There was another matter equally important: respect for justice. What was in fact in- 
capacitating the present Regional Office? Was it the unsuitability of its location? The 
Advisory Opinion from the International Court of Justice had stated that that was not the 
case. Was there some shortcoming in the services provided attributable to an instrinsic 
characteristic of the geographical location? No one had said so. Was it the poor quality of 
management? That did not seem to be the case either; indeed the draft resolution spoke of 
guaranteeing employment to the personnel of the Regional Office in order to continue to benefit 
from their experience. It was clear that what was involved was not a technical problem which 
could be resolved through administrative measures such as the one advocated. 

The present location did give rise to difficulties. But the difficulties had originated 
in an act for which those who denounced them were themselves responsible. The Regional Office 
for the Eastern Mediterranean was suffering because of a majority decision of a group of 
Members of that area to boycott the activities of the Office. The reasons underlying that 
decision were of a political nature, as various delegations had made clear. The countries 
should not be reproached for having such reasons: each country was sovereign in taking its 
decisions. But the fact that the reasons were legitimate for them did not mean that other 
States should attach universal validity to them. The issue was not one arising between the 
Organization on the one hand and the host country of the Regional Office on the other, it lay 

rather between a State and a group of States, all of which belonged to the same Region. It 

did not hinge on the fact that the Regional Office was in site X rather than elsewhere, but on 
the fact that countries A, B, C, and D objected to the Regional Office being situated in 

country X and wanted to transfer it to country Y. The situation that had to be dealt with was 
the boycott itself, and the task was one for the countries operating the boycott and the country 
suffering from it. It was a cause of concern that the victim of the situation was WHO itself, 
an Organization in which the neediest part of humanity had placed its hopes for a better life. 

As regards the legal technicalities, the International Court of Justice had made it clear 
that the country in which the Regional Office was located at present had legitimate rights 
which must be taken into account in modifying the status quo. Otherwise WHO's action might 
become an unfortunate precedent. 

Finally,with reference tithe last paragraph of the preamble to the draft resolution, he 

did not believe that the offer to cover the total costs of the transfer, together with the 

increases in annual recurrent costs for five years, made the proposal any fairer or more 

attractive. The problem was not a financial one. 

Mr EL HAFDHI (Tunisia) was particularly concerned about the way the Regional Office in 

Alexandria was operating or, more accurately, not operating, since there was almost complete 

paralysis of its activities. There was no hiding the fact that the Regional Office could not 

function as long as it stayed where it was - to the detriment, unfortunately, of the immediate 

and vital interests of millions of men, women and children, who could not easily do without 

the support they had a right to expect from WHO. The fate of those millions, whom their 
governments were faithfully representing by asking for the transfer of the Alexandria office, 

could not be a matter of indifference to an international organization as conscious of its 

responsibilities as WHO. He fervently hoped that the Health Assembly would on the one hand 

show realism by recognizing objectively the situation, and, on the other hand, would accede 

in a spirit of justice to the request of the almost totality of States in the Region. 

While fully understanding the desire not to base decisions of the Organization on purely 

political motives, he was even more concerned to avoid political arguments as vain as they 
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were sterile. Objectively to recognize the existence of a prevailing political situation in 
a region did not necessarily mean engaging in politics. The Tunisian Government was con- 
cerned first and foremost with defending the legitimate interests of its people, interests 
which in the present case coincided with those of the other countries of the Eastern Mediter- 
ranean Region. In that context political considerations - or policy - could be said to be 

involved. But the Health Assembly was being asked to believe that politics or policy could 

exist in an abstract state. For him that approach was curious. All human action was necessa- 
rily situated in a given context and necessarily had some kind of political impact. One spoke 

in fact of health policy, housing policy, educational policy and so on. He was not asking for 
a decision on a political dispute as dramatic and complex as that of the Middle East. He did 

not want to see WHO take the place of the United Nations General Assembly or of the Security 

Council in finding a just and lasting solution to the political problems of the Region. He 

was asking that self - evident conclusions be drawn and that the objective consequences of a 

given situation be recognized and remedied. Such a remedy was only possible if the real facts 

of the situation were assessed with complete fairness and objectivity, bearing in mind that on 
one side of the balance were the interests of the populations of at least 19 Member States of 

WHO; and also recognizing the need to avoid difficulties for WHO and to unite all efforts for 

achieving the goal of health for all by the year 2000. He hoped that the decision to be taken 
would reflect an amalgam of realism and justice. 

Mr HELMAN (United States of America) recalled that the item under discussion had been 

debated for a number of years. If the reasons for its first being brought before the Health 

Assembly were reviewed, along with the debates of past years and even the statements of many 

supporters of the present draft resolution, it became obvious that the item was before the 

Health Assembly for political reasons. There was no reason in international law or inter- 

national practice, no technical reason, and no reason in the attitude of the Egyptian 

Government to prevent the Regional Office in Alexandria from being used fully by all Member 

States of the Region. 

All Members had an interest in the item under discussion, and all valued the integrity of 

WHO. His Government did not want to see the beginning of a process that would weaken WHO and 

its programme by introducing various political considerations. If one regional office were 

moved today, how would it be possible to argue against another regional office being moved 

tomorrow or a third the following week - for whatever political reason countries commanding a 

majority in the Health Assembly might put forward? 

There were also budgetary considerations. A regional office in Amman would have running 

costs 75% higher than the one in Alexandria. After the few years for which certain Member 

States of the Region were willing to cover some of those costs, it was all the Members of the 

Organization that would shoulder the burden. 
The Thirty -third Health Assembly had asked the International Court of Justice for an 

Advisory Opinion on several precise questions. The Court had responded with exemplary speed 

and had specified what steps might be taken to move ahead in a fashion consistent with inter- 

national law and the rights of all Members of the Organization. His Government urged that any 

action taken by the Health Assembly be based upon the decision of the International Court of 

Justice. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that his delegation had studied 

the Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice and the draft resolution submitted 

by 19 countries. It had also listened closely to the statements of other delegations and had 

concluded that no substantially new facts had been advanced since the last Health Assembly 

regarding the transfer of the Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean or the functioning 

of the Regional Committee, in particular its Subcommittee B. 

The position of the Soviet delegation as stated at the Thirty -third World Health Assembly 

had not changed. Its substance was that the Soviet Union was not part of the Eastern 

Mediterranean Region and did not feel entitled to tell other countries or other regions what 

they should do. The Soviet Union was however concerned with WHO as a whole and with making it 

possible for the countries of each region to solve their problems. And it firmly adhered to 

the view that the transfer of the Regional Office came under the heading of matters that should 

be resolved by the countries of a given region, and that the Health Assembly should take account 

of the opinion expressed by those countries. 

The present issue concerned the Eastern Mediterranean. In the future similar issues might 

arise in other regions, and the Health Assembly might not always face a situation where all or 
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nearly all the countries of the region agreed. Ni one could guarantee that all regional offices 
would stay for ever where they were located at present. Further situations might arise making 
it difficult for regional offices to function. Since the overwhelming majority of the countries 
of the Eastern Mediterranean Region were demanding that the Regional Office be transferred from 
Alexandria to Amman, he saw no reason why the Health Assembly should not take a decision that 
would satisfy that majority. The overriding democratic principle of which certain delegations 
reminded the Health Assembly from time to time was that it should accede to the will of the 
majority. Further procedural or other delays would not serve the interests of the Organization 
and certainly not those of the Eastern Mediterranean Region, where they had already brought 
about the virtual paralysis of the Regional Office. The Regional Committee was no longer 
meeting, and the Health Assembly was deprived of its opinion on such important issues as the 
proposed programme budget for 1982 -1983, the constitutional amendments on the periodicity of 
Health Assemblies, or the regional strategies for achieving health for all by the year 2000. 

It was clear from the documentation and from the statements of delegates that the operations 

of the Regional Office had practically come to a standstill, with considerable financial loss 

to the Organization. 
Reference had been made to political overtones. The discussion had indicated how closely 

linked political and technical problems were. The Organization could work successfully only in 
a favourable political climate and not when political pressures were applied to delay the 

solution of technical matters. It was a poor policy that prevented the majority of countries 
in a region from cooperating on health problems in their region and in the world. 

Taking all that into account, the Soviet Union was prepared to vote for the draft 
resolution on the transfer of the Regional Office. 

The meeting rose at 17h30. 
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